Uncompromising and Extreme Audio Solutions

REFERENCE Turntable
Manual

J.Sikora – REFERENCE Turntable Manual
Dear Customer
Thank you very much for your trust and for your purchase of a J.Sikora turntable. Please read this manual
carefully before assembly and first use of your table. Please do not disassemble any of the electronic parts
of the product; this will invalidate the warranty. Only the manufacturer, their authorized service agents, or
distributors are authorized to open any electronic parts.
Precautions:
- Do not plug in or turn on the power supply before the entire turntable assembly is fully completed.
-

To avoid the risk of electric shock never touch any power cables with wet hands.

-

When unplugging the turntable’s power supply, never pull the power cable out by holding the cord.
Always hold the plug rather than the cord.

-

When choosing a location for the turntable, choose a place out of direct sunlight if possible. Avoid
putting the turntable next to devices emitting high levels of heat, such as Class A amplifiers, heaters,
radiators, or ovens. Excessive heat can damage or shorten the life of plastic elements, discolor
materials, and in extreme situations represent a fire hazard. Also, avoid placing the turntable’s power
supply next to your phono preamp. Some phono preamps can generate hum when placed too close
to a power supply

-

The shipping box and some elements of the turntable are extremely heavy. Please get assistance
when moving the shipping container(s) and when setting-up or moving the turntable. We suggest
keeping the shipping box and packaging.

About this Manual
This manual contains information on how to setup and use the J.Sikora REFERENCE Turntable.
Supplement information, including setup videos can be found on the J.Sikora USA Reference Turntable page:
https://notableaudio.com/j-sikora-reference-turntable/.
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General Information – REFERENCE Turntable

1.1 Weight and Dimensions
Total weight: 115 kg (253 lbs)
Platter weight: 18 kg (40 lbs)
Motor [pcs.]: 4 DC
Speeds available: 331/3, 45 rpm
Dimensions [WxDxH]: 560 x 560 x 380 mm (22 x 22 x 15inches)

Clamp

Tonearm
Not Included

Glass Mat

Tonearm
Not Included

Optional
Arm Tower

Tonearm
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Motor
Motor
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Base

Motor
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1.2 REFERENCE Box contents:

5

-

3 x aluminum discs for supporting legs
5 x ceramic ball (3 pieces for the turntable’s legs, 1 for bearing and 1 is spare)
1 x jar of J.Sikora bearing oil
2 x small brush for oil (North American models only)
2 x lint free rag for removing any excess oil (North American models only)
1 x microfiber cloth for cleaning the table
1 x set of silver-colored hex wrenches
1 x black hex wrench for adjusting fee
1 x set of J.Sikora Monogramed Coasters (3) (North American models only)
1 x precision bubble level (North American models only)
1 x pair of white gloves (North American models only)
1 x plinth with control unit
1 x plexiglass stencil
1 x platter base with bearing
1 x tonearm tower
1 x platter
1 x glass matt with aluminum puck
4 x motors
4 x belts
1 x clamp
1 x Reference power supply
1 x manual
1 x USB Thumb Drive with all of the J.Sikora manuals

-

optional: extra tower for second tonearm
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1.3 Unpacking
Your REFERENCE turntable ships in three boxes. Be careful, all of the boxes are very heavy!

Motors,
Arm Tower(s), &
Accessories

Isolation
Base

Platter,
Main Bearing, &
Power Supply

Any additional Arm Towers, accessories, tonearms, and cartridges will be packaged separately. All elements
of the turntable are packed safely to protect them against damage in transport. The parts are located in
fitted nests in separate layers of foam. The protective cloth can leave lint on some surfaces. Use the included
lint-free cloth to remove any lint before assembling your turntable.
Before unpacking be sure that you prepare a space on which to assembly your turntable. If you think you
may need to re-pack the turntable sometime in the future, we advise that you take pictures of each layer
while you unpack the turntable. Print and store those images with this User Manual. Later, you can use those
pictures as a guide to safely re-pack the turntable.
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2

Turntable Setup

Warning! We strongly suggest setting up the REFERENCE turntable with the help of a second person. The
turntable is extremely heavy.
Before assembly, be sure that the rack and shelf you will be using for your turntable is level. Carefully check
each direction with a spirit level. The turntable does have leveling adjustments, but it always better for you
to make the major leveling adjustments to the rack and then perform only the fine leveling with the
turntable’s feet. It is far easier to adjust your rack without a heavy turntable on it.

2.1 Set the Isolation Base
2.1.1 Place the Isolation Base

The Isolation Base is heavy, so if you place the Legs directly on your shelf, it may well scratch the shelf. So, a
set of leather J.Sikora Coasters are included for you to set under the Legs of the Chassis during the setup
process to avoid damaging the shelf.

Note where the points of the Feet of the Isolation Base are located. There are two Legs on the bottom of
one side of the Isolation Base and one Leg on the other side.

7
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Adjustable Legs

Place the coasters in the approximate position where you would like to Legs to sit.
Ideally with the help of another person, slowly lower the Isolation Base onto the Coasters. Once on the
Coasters, gently slide the Isolation Base to its desired location.

2.1.2 Add Isolation Feet
The next step is to replace the Coasters with the Isolation Feet, which are composed of Aluminum Discs and
large Ceramic Ball Bearings. These parts will act to isolate the table from the shelf
Locate the bag with the three Aluminum Discs. Place the Discs on the shelf.

Next, locate the bag with the three large Isolation Ball Bearings. Note that there will be another bag of with
much smaller Ball Bearings. You will use the small bearing later.
8
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For
Bearing

For
Feet

Now, place one of the Bearings into the indent on the top of each Disc to create the assembled Feet.

You will now place one of each of the Feet under each Leg of the Isolation Base.

This is one of the trickier steps, so grab a friend to help if you can. First, lift one corner of the Isolation Base
and remove the Coaster. We find it easier to lift the Foot into the foot into the Leg and then lower the
Isolation Base. Doing this with another person will make this step much easier and will help insure you line
the bearing of the Foot with the indent in the Leg. If you lower the Isolation Base without the proper
alignment, you may end up chasing Bearings across the room. While this is no fun, you will not damage the
Bearings. Take a deep breath and try again. Repeat this procedure for the other two Feet.
2.1.3 Level the Isolation Base
If you were not able to level your shelf, you can use adjust the feet on the Isolation Base to level the
turntable.
9
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Even if you leveled your shelf, sometimes the weight of the Isolation Base can impact the leveling of your
furniture. Center the included Bubble Level on the plinth to determine if your table is level in all directions
(front to back and side to side).

Check Level of Isolation Base

If your turntable requires levelling, insert the black wrench into one of the holes in the Leg on the side of the
Isolation Platform that needs to be adjusted.

Using the wrench, rotate the Leg clockwise to raise the Foot and counter-clockwise to lower the Foot. Repeat
that process as needed with the other Legs.

10
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2.2 Place Templates
To achieve the exceptional performance of your REFERENCE turntable is capable of, the table’s four Motors
and Spindle Assembly must be precisely placed on the Isolation Platform. The included plastic Templates
provide a guide for placing these elements.
Please note that the bottom side of the Templates have soft pads that will rest on the Isolation Base. You
must place the bottom side down to avoid scratching the Isolation Base.
Also note that there are the numbers “1” and “2” cut into the templates. When you place the two templates,
you must align those numbers of each piece.
First, place one of the Templates felt-side-down onto the right-hand side of the Isolation Base.

The outer edges of the Template must be aligned with the outer edges of the Isolation Base, as illustrated
below. The top and bottom edges of the Template should sit flush with the top and bottom edges of the
Base. You can check the alignment of the right-hand side by aligning the cut-outs of on the right side of the
Template.

11
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Align Here

Align Here

Align Here

Next, place the other Template felt-side-down onto the left-hand side of the Isolation Base.
Link the two Templates so that same numbers facing one another (e.g., “1” faces “1”).

Now move the one large Template so that all four outer edges of the Template align with the outer edges of
the Isolation Base.

12
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2.3 Place the Spindle Assembly
The Spindle Assembly is very heavy. If possible, have a friend help you lower it onto the Isolation Base.
Gently lower the Spindle Assembly into the center whole in the Template.
Most likely, the Template will move slightly when placing the Spindle Assembly. So, after setting down the
Assembly, realign the Template with the edges of the Isolation Base.

2.4 Place the Motors
Your REFERENCE turntable uses four high-torque Motors to rotate the Platter. All four of the Motors are the
same.
You will now place each of the motors into the Template cut-outs as shown below. In this example, we
arbitrarily started with the left side and added the motors in a clockwise manner.

13
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Route the each Motor’s Umbilical cables from the rear of the Motor to the rear of the Isolation Base. Do NOT
plug the Motors into jacks on the back of the Base now. You will do that later.

2.5 Remove the Templates
You no longer need the templates, so remove them from the table and store them back in the shipping
containing.

2.6 Grease the Bearing
Warning! The included Bearing Oil can leave stains which are difficult to remove. Carefully follow these
instructions.
Vigorously stir the oil in the jar until it has a uniform consistency. As shown below, properly mixed fluid is
fairly thick. Note how the liquid clings to the brush.
There should be no lumps at the bottom jar. Using the included brush, put a small amount of the oil onto
the indentation in the top of the bearing. Never use a cotton swab, as it can leave residue on the bearing.

14
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Next, place the small ceramic ball in the indentation. Note from image below that no gloves were worn in
this step. It is too difficult to place the Bearing while wearing gloves. Also the Bearing Oil will permanently
stain the gloves.

15
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Now coat the Ball Bearing and the entire Bearing with a thin layer of oil. You do not need a lot of oil, but you
do want to cover the whole Bearing.
Should you get grease on anything other than the bearing, use the provided Cleaning Cloth to remove any
excess grease.

16
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2.7 Placing the Platter
Once again, we encourage you to enlist a friend to place the platter. It is very heavy.
Carefully align the opening in the middle of the Platter with the Bearing. Gently place your platter over the
Bearing. Be careful do you don’t hit the Bearing with the Platter. Also be very careful not to pinch your
fingers.

17
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Check to see that the platter spins without any resistance by rotating the platter by hand. The Platter should
spin freely.

If there is any resistance, repeat this step.

18
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2.8 Place the Glass Mat
Warning! Be careful with the mat—the glass section can break if it is dropped, struck, or overly-stressed.
Damage caused by any of these conditions is not covered under warranty.
The Mat is supplied in two parts: the aluminum Center Disc and the outer Glass Disc.

Place the Aluminum Disc over the spindle with the indent side down. Next, place the Glass Disc over the
Aluminum Disc.

19
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2.9 Mount the Drive Belts
Each Motor has a Spindle with four groves, one for each Belt. Since there are four Motors, you will loop one
Belt into place for each Motor.
Spindle
Grooves

We prefer to attach the belts on the following order:
• Front Motor – Lowest Groove on Spindle
• Back Motor – Second Groove from Bottom of the Spindle
• Left Motor – Second Grove from Top from Bottom of the Spindle
• Right Motor – Top Groove of the Spindle
For each Belt, loop it around the platter and into the appropriate Groove. The next set of images shows of
attaching the first Belt.

J.Sikora uses square belts for improved strength and stability. Because the Belts are square, they can become
twisted when they are but in place. Be sure to remove all twists for the table to work optimally.
The easiest way to remove any twists to the slowly rotate the platter with one hand and use the other hand
to untwist the Belt.

20
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Keep rotating the platter and removing any twists until you see that the belt is flat against the platter.

Repeat this procedure for the other three Motors.

You will know when all of the belts are flat when the belts are fairly evenly spaced on the platter.

21
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2.10 Place Arm Tower
The REFERENCE turntable comes with one Arm Tower to support one tonearm. You may order up to two
more Arm Towers, for a total of three tonearms.
Tonearm
Insert
Insert
Set Screw

Tonearm
Cable Opening

Each Tonearm Insert is pre-drilled for a specific tonearm. Your dealer will have ordered you the correct Insert
for your tonearm.

2.11 Change Tonearm Inserts (As needed)
Should you decide to change tonearms, you mnost likely will need to order a new Insert from your dealer.
Changing the insert is very straight forward. First, loosen the Set Screw. Next, lift out the existing Insert. Then
carefully lower the new Insert into place. Make sure that the groove in the Insert is aligned with the Set
Screw and that you lower the Insert vertically, trying to avoid hitting the sides of the Arm Tower. Finally,
tighten the Set Screw to secure the new Insert.

22
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Groove
Set Screw

If you have one Arm Tower, it should be placed in the back right side of the the Isolation Base.

Next, secure your tonearm to the Arm Tower. As this process will be specific to your tonearm, it is not
included in the manual. Please consult with your J.Sikora dealer and your tonearm manufacturer’s
instructions.
To set the proper geometry for your tonearm and cartridge, you will move the Arm Tower to the necessary
position. If you are not an expert in the precess on aligned a tonearm and cartridge, we suggest you seek
the professional services of your J.Sikora dealer.
Below is a image of a completed Reference turntable with two J.Sikora KV12 tonearms.
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2.12 Re-Level Your Turntable
It is possible that the additional weight of the turntable may have caused your shelf to shift. Now is a good
time to re-level your turntable using the included bubble level. This manual may seem like a stuck record,
but we cannot emphasize enough the importance of proper leveling.

24
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2.13 Connect the Motors
It is now time to the plug in the Motors into the bank of power jacks on the back left corner of the Isolation
Base.

Motor Power
Jacks

The connector at the DIN plug of the Motor’s Umbilical Cable can only fit one way. Be careful to properly
orient the pins of the DIN connector and do not force the cable.

25
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2.14 Connect Power Supply
The North American version of the REFERENCE turntable comes standard with the Reference Power Supply.
This power supply both cleans the incoming power and outputs a precise 24 VDC to the table’s Motor
Controller.
Place the motor as far away from the cartridge and your phono stage as possible in order to avoid any
potential of generation hum.

The Umbilical Cable for the Power Supply has a DIN connector on one end and a barrel connector on the
other. Screw in the DIN side of the cable to the Input Jack on the back of the Power Supply. Like you did for
the Motor cables, be sure to properly orient the pins and do not force the cable. It can only be inserted one
way. Next, plug the barrel connector end of the cable into the Power Input Jack on the rear of the Isolation
Base.

Power Supply
Jack
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3

Using Your Turntable

Congratulations on a fine job of setting-up your table. Now it is time to enjoy it!

3.1 Powering On / Off
The toggle power button for your turntable is located on the front of the Reference Power Supply.

Input Voltage
Display (AC)

Output Voltage
Display (DC)

On / Off
Power Button

Once you turn on the Power Supply, the top display shows input voltage and the bottom display shows the
output voltage. Note that as your wall voltage changes, your Reference Power Supply adjusts to keep a
steady 24 VDC.

3.2 Using the Clamp
The included Clamp is an integral part of your turntable. The Main Clamp is made from nickel-plated bronze.
Anti-resonance grooves are precisely cut to optimally transfer vibrations from the album into the Dampening
Rings.
The second part of the Clamp is a nickel-plated brass Insert. This Insert adds additional dampening from the
increased overall weight and the use of brass as a third metal.
The third part is the optional Clamp O-Ring that can be used to help flatten warped records.

Main
Clamp

Insert

Anti-Resonance
Notch
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Place the Clamp over the Spindle prior to starting the turntable. Likewise, remove the Clamp after the
turntable has come to a complete stop.
The weight of the Record Clamp will help press the record down against the Mat.

The Clamp can be used without the insert to produce a more “open” sound. Go ahead and experiment to
find what you like best.
Some records with warps may not lie flat against the Mat. In most cases, a good tonearm and cartridge will
still track the record properly.
To help flatten the record and improving tracking, J.Sikora has included a small Clamp O-Ring that you can
place at the bottom of the spindle.
To use the O-Ring, place it over the Spindle and push the O-Ring all the way down to make contact with the
Aluminum Disc. You then place your record directly on top of the O-Ring.

Clamp
Record
Mat

Spindle
O-Ring

Platter
Order of Parts
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Placing Clamp Ring over Mat
Some people prefer the sound of using the O-Ring for all their records, even if the records are flat. This a
matter of personal taste, but worth trying for yourself.

3.3 Starting / Stopping the Turntable
Start and stop the turntable via the Control Unit that is integrated inside the Isolation Base. To start the
turntable, press either the 33 or 45 RPM speed selector button. To stop the turntable, press the OFF button.

On Button
for 33 1/3 LPs

Off
Button

On button
For 45s

3.4 Adjusting Speed
Your Speed Controller allows you to finely tune the speed of the Platter’s rotation. Because of the
significant weight of the Clamp, please place the Clamp on the platter because adjusting the speed.
Use your favorite speed accuracy tool (not supplied) to test the speed of the turntable at 33 1/3 RPM. To
do this, press the 33 RPM button to power on the table and wait 10 seconds for the turntable to come up
to speed and stabilize. To increase the speed, press the “+” button. Likewise, press the “-” to decrease the
speed. Once you have set the speed accurately, press the 33 RPM button once again to save the setting.
Follow the same procedure to set the 45 RPM speed.

29
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Decrease Speed
Button

Increase Speed
Button

3.5 Getting Your Turntable Settled
After being set-up, your Turntable needs a few days to fully settle in. Once the grease spreads evenly inside
the bearing, it will stay this way for several years. The drive belts also need time to stretch to the optimum
length and tension. During this settling-in period, the speed may vary slightly. If the speed changes, you can
adjust it accordingly. Check the speed after a few days of use and then again in a month.

The
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4

Properly Maintaining Your Table

4.1 Bearing
Replace the J.Sikora bearing grease every 2 years. Remember to be very careful when handling the grease,
as it can stain the turntable’s finish. Wipe the old grease off the bearing with a disposable, soft, lint-free
cloth. Re-apply new grease with a lint-free applicator. Spares of both were included with your table.

4.2 Belts
Once each year, remove all of the drive belts and gently wipe them with a lint-free cloth dampened with
isopropyl alcohol. When the belts lose their tension, you will need to replace them. You can purchase
replacement belts from J.Sikora dealer.

4.3 Cleaning Your Turntable
Only use a clean, dry, lint-free microfiber cloth to clean any finished surface. Never use any chemicals!
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5

Limited Warranty Conditions
Three Year Limited Warranty

Your new J.Sikora product is warranted against defects in workmanship and materials for a period of ninety days from the date of original
purchase. This ninety-day coverage is automatic upon acceptance of delivery and no registration is required. Additionally, you have the
option, at no cost, to extend the warranty for a period of three years from the date of purchase by returning a copy of this completed
Warranty Registration Form and a photocopy of your original purchase receipt to Notable Audio Products within forty-five days of product
delivery. This optional warranty is only available within the forty-five-day registration period. This warranty is valid only for the original owner
of the turntable and is non-transferable.
Items not covered by this warranty include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of the product that is not in accordance with this Users Guide
Improper installation
Improper handling
Breach of guaranty seals, unauthorized use, adjustments, or modifications
Accidental damage
Shipping damage
Electrical surges or acts of nature

1. If any defects are found in the materials or workmanship of this J.Sikora product within the warranty period, the unit will be repaired or
replaced by J.Sikora or its authorized agent.
2. Purchaser must return the product, packed in the original shipping carton, freight prepaid to:
Notable Audio Products
115 Park Avenue, STE 2
Falls Church, VA 22046
or to J.Sikora's authorized agent.
The product must be accompanied by a written description of the defect and a photocopy of your original purchase receipt. J.Sikora will not be
responsible for any shipping damage and strongly recommends the purchase of shipping insurance.
3. J.Sikora reserves the right to inspect any product that is the subject of any warranty claim prior to repairing or replacing it. Final determination
of warranty coverage lies solely with J.Sikora. Out-of-warranty claims will be billed for labor, materials, return freight, and insurance as
required. Any product for which a warranty claim is accepted will be returned to the purchaser and the cost of shipping and insurance will be
factory prepaid within the boundaries of the USA. Units to be shipped outside of the USA will be shipped freight collect only.
4. J.Sikora strives to manufacture the finest possible equipment, and therefore reserves the right to make improvements on its products, without
necessarily assuming any obligation to retrofit such changes upon its previously manufactured models.
5. The above warranty is the sole warranty given by J.Sikora and is in lieu of all other warranties. All implied warranties, including warranties of
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose shall be strictly limited to the duration of the above warranty. J.Sikora shall have no further
obligation of any kind, whether express or implied. Further, J.Sikora shall in no event be obligated for any incidental or consequential damages
as a result of any defect or any warranty claim, whether express or implied.
6. J.Sikora does not authorize any third party, including any dealer or sales representative, to assume any liability of J.Sikora or make any
warranty for J.Sikora. The unit must not have been altered or improperly serviced. The serial number on the unit must not have been altered or
removed.

J.Sikora
ul. Poligonowa 41
20-817 Lublin
e-mail: info@jsikora.pl
http:// jsikora.pl
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